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Abstract: UAVs have rapidly become prevalent in applications related to surveillance, military
operations, and disaster relief. Their low cost, operational flexibility, and unmanned capabilities
make them ideal for accomplishing tasks in areas deemed dangerous for humans to enter. They can
also accomplish previous high-cost and labor-intensive tasks, such as land surveying, in a faster
and cheaper manner. Researchers studying UAV applications have realized that a swarm of UAVs
working collaboratively on tasks can achieve better results. The dynamic work environment of UAVs
makes controlling the vehicles a challenge. This is magnified by using multiple agents in a swarm.
Resiliency is a broad concept that effectively defines how well a system handles disruptions in its
normal functioning. The task of building resilient swarms has been attempted by researchers for the
past decade. However, research on current trends shows gaps in swarm designs that make evaluating
the resiliency of such swarms less than ideal. The authors believe that a complete well-defined
system built from the ground up is the solution. This survey evaluates existing literature on resilient
multi-UAV systems and lays down the groundwork for how best to develop a truly resilient system.

Keywords: UAV; swarm; resiliency; multi agent system

1. Introduction

Deploying multiple agents as part of a larger swarm has its advantages. Cooperative
actions by several robots are a wide application domain [1]. Several possible advantages
can be visualized particularly in the case of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). A swarm of
UAVs can search an area quicker than a single UAV making multiple passes over the same
area. Higher-level approaches, such as search grid decomposition for individual agents,
are more easily accomplished when multiple agents exist. Smaller size UAVs carry limited
equipment to reduce equipment power consumption and reduce overall aircraft weight.
It is possible to equip different agents in a swarm with different sensors. The result will
be richer data streams that will be generated once the different sensor data is combined.
Similar experiments can be envisioned where a swarm of UAV agents work at different
altitudes in order to survey ground subjects, thereby providing multiple perspectives on the
target. Such improvements in results by swarm agents are particularly useful considering
the highly dynamic environments in which UAVs operate. Situations on the battlefield may
already have changed by the time a single UAV makes a pass over the area and then moves
on to cover other areas, and then returns. Similar effects are noticed while measuring
large-scale phenomena such as red tide growth [2] or fish shoals [3]. Sensitive incidents
such as a search-and-rescue (SAR) mission may require multiple agents to be deployed. An
area may be too large for a single UAV to cover, and more agents improve the probability
that a victim can be found quickly.

A multi-vehicle system can be described as effective, efficient, flexible, and exhibit
higher tolerance to faults than a single agent [4]. This makes it more viable to have a swarm
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of UAVs attempt a particular task. However, the challenging environment they work in
makes creating resilient UAV swarms a challenge. Successful UAV swarm implementa-
tions have demonstrated exceptional ability in performing tasks in various fields such as
agriculture [5], natural resource surveying of water, soil, wildlife [6], search-and-rescue
operations [7,8], and the military [9].

Unanticipated events such as inclement weather, intrusion from enemy agents, col-
lision with foreign bodies or other swarm agents, loss of communication, or bugs in
controlling schemes and software are just some of the events that may impede swarm
function. Oftentimes, current multi-agent systems are interdependent to a high degree,
making the loss of even a single agent disastrous for the swarm as a whole and its mission
progress. However, failures can come in many different forms, both internal and external.
Communication, Navigation, and Surveillance (CNS) failures [10] are categorized as in-
ternal failures, while weather and obstacles are external events. This study is part of an
ongoing effort to improve resiliency in UAV swarms. To implement resiliency in swarms,
we first need to conceptualize it into behavior responses that can then be implemented.
Most modern systems exist and work in dynamic environments that are unpredictable in
terms of their properties, composition, or behavior. Moreover, they have dependencies
on input streams, power sources, and networks. Woods D.D in [11] perfectly condenses
resilient behavior into four concepts.

1. Resilience as a rebound
2. Resilience as robustness
3. Resilience as graceful extensibility
4. Resilience as sustained adaptability

An UAV swarm is a perfect example of a cyber-physical system that works in areas
that require it to exhibit resilient behavior. Networked, interdependent, and with limited
capacity, UAV swarms are extremely susceptible to cascading system failures. It would
be futile if an UAV swarm were to be brought down by the first disruption it faces. The
remainder of the paper is arranged in the following manner. Subsections to this section
discuss challenges faced while building resilient swarms and current research trends,
Section 2 discusses every identified UAV swarm component as well as the various modules
within them, Section 3 opens up directions for future research, while Section 4 presents
conclusions based on the study and discussed statements. We define acronyms as they
appear as well as provide a table of acronyms at the end of this article since some acronyms
are repeated much later than their initial appearances.

1.1. Challenges to Building Resilient Swarms

UAV swarms have many challenges, such as the fact that the environment in which
they operate is dynamic and unpredictable. During mission progress, external forces and
internal incidents might affect critical hardware or software components of the swarm,
leading to a reduction in performance, and perhaps an inability to perform a particular
task such as record, fly, or navigate. Most application-specific swarm deployments require
that the swarm be modified accordingly, and in situ adaptations are not uncommon [12].
Deploying and controlling even single UAV agent in the field has proven to be a challenge,
and system complexity increases as the number of agents in the swarm increase. Mission
needs might require specific sensors within the swarm but deploying such requirements to
all agents in the swarm increases costs substantially. Madani in [13] describes resiliency
engineering as the process of making a system capable enough to withstand disruptions.
“Failure, in this context, is simply the absence of this ability, when needed” [13].

A halt in system function or a reduction in performance followed by the inability of the
system to bounce back to the desired state is an indication of a non-resilient system [14–16].
Additionally, system intelligence must be capable of monitoring risk profiles for various
components to actively avoid potential disruptions before they occur. In current UAV
resiliency research, the authors have noted a stark lack of consideration of all UAV system
components. Many publications mention this as beyond the scope of research, choosing
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instead to focus on one component. UAV swarms, on the other hand, require a ground-up
integration of resilient behavior in all components to build a truly resilient system. The
components here are defined as the many different areas of UAV operations. The authors
here present a graphical visualization of these components in Section 1.3. Resilience is
a multifaceted capability [15] and therefore cannot be summarized by modifying some
aspects of system engineering while omitting the rest. We have observed that there are
three major omissions in many existing resilience integration methodologies:

1. All UAV components are not considered for resiliency incorporation
2. All disruptions in their operational space are not considered.
3. Resiliency concepts developed for individual agents are attempted to be scaled and

applied to a swarm.

Existing research does not address comprehensive resiliency requirements, instead
choosing to focus on a few modules. Simulations of such results might not fully consider the
dynamics of additional disruptions affecting system states. Article [16] discusses resiliency
situations wherein they highlight how hard-coded action-policy lists are often unsuitable
for environments they are not designed for. MANET (Mobile Ad-Hoc Network) topologies
in a survey conducted by them such as distributed optimization and relay chaining address
network problems in a specific context only. Labeled as the ‘no-free lunch dilemma’ [17],
this is described as how a method will often address a problem well but may fail in previously
unencountered scenarios. Article [18] reviews the research by Macek et al. in [19] where
solutions for robot navigation consider only single agents and their safety, but fail to
address collision-free navigation for robot swarms. This is our main argument in resilient
system design. Methods for individual agents may not scale well for multiagent systems
(MAS). Critical flaws in system design are not addressed in simulation scenarios that
measure system behavior. Article [20] describes their SHARKS protocol and states that its
motivation is security and resiliency. However, agents that run the security protocol alone
cannot be labeled resilient. Additional parameters should be conceived for the purpose.
Article [21] designs a control and optimization strategy for SAR missions, but takes certain
steps such as optimizing inputs onboard the UAVs rather than on-ground control to prevent
communication issues. They state resilient network design to be beyond the scope of their
study, and its application for the deployment of multi-agents in smart cities may have other
disruptions that can cause a swarm to go down. A cyberattack or network jam is not the
only cause for a swarm to cease function. Moreover, the SHARKS protocol describes only
circling stationary targets, and thus generalized assumptions on target mobility cannot be
made, since targets may have the ability to go mobile. Target tracking capabilities require
extensive algorithms for path planning, and optimized resource allocation, accounting for
the loss of communication capability while following targets in low signal strength areas.
A change in control design is needed for collision avoidance during dynamic formation
changes during target tracking and damaged agent recovery. It is difficult to realize the
large-scale aerial performance of UAV swarms because this process involves complex
multi-UAV recovery scheduling, path planning, rendezvous, and acquisition problems [22].
A survey conducted by [23] on routing protocols reports how most developments focus
on performance and not security. Unsecure protocols and networks, however resilient to
connectivity loss, are not an indication of a resilient swarm.

1.2. Analysis of Current Research Trends

To gain an understanding of the trends in current research, it was first necessary to
construct a database of related studies. The two most popular research databases were used,
Google Scholar and Scopus. IEEE and MDPI databases were also examined. However,
since the results from both are indexed by Google Scholar, mentioning it gets precedence.
While Google Scholar provides higher numbers for the i and h indices due to its wider
reach and slightly different citation trawl method, Scopus is more ordered and allows
better access to articles. The primary keywords used in the search process were UAV,
RESILIENCY, and MAS. Keywords were used to search the title and abstracts of articles.
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A time constraint of the past 10 years (2011–2021) was applied to search for articles plus
current work through June 2022. More than 1100 hits were generated on relevant research.
These were manually filtered to remove duplicates and incorrect entries. Incorrect entries
included resiliency recommendations for electric grids, outer space, and nonrelated cyber-
physical systems. An analysis of the remaining 258 papers provided us with seven different
sections that formed the UAV swarm components classified in Figure 1. All research was
then categorized individually into these seven components with cross-links established
for papers that had a combination of or covered multiple modules. The definition for
combination modules was defined as research making progress in multiple subcategories,
such as algorithms for heterogenous agents performing balanced path planning [24] or
management architectures for drone service platforms that provide mission planning and
resource handling for agents [25].
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Figure 1. Examined research categorized into UAV swarm components.

An analysis of the final data set provided the number of articles that covered each
component for resiliency integration as a major part of their research proposal. Figure 1
shows the seven components and the number of research articles in each one.

Figure 2 shows the above research categorized by the number of components they
each cover. More than 50% of the research examined covered just one component as its
target for resiliency integration while excluding the others. Less than 15% of the research
covered three components of the recognized components for UAV swarm operations for
resiliency incorporation. Research work such as swarm management and control policies
were excluded from this count as it did not directly relate to any unique component. Thus,
an error of ±3% is assumed.
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A generalized search using Dimensions.ai [26] for related research in the past decade
shows an increased uptrend. Figure 3 shows the number of research articles excluding
book chapters that were published each year on UAV swarm resiliency from the year 2011.
While research on swarm resiliency is certainly on the rise, the work is primarily focused on
certain components, while others are excluded or cited as beyond the research scope. This
study examines the resilience of UAV swarms from a broader perspective and recognizes
the need for system-wide integration of resilient characteristics in operations.
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1.3. Scope and Contributions

This study examines UAV swarm resiliency research and creates a categorization of
the various modules in swarm operations that require an integration of resiliency principles.
The drawback of current resiliency research is that no single study addresses all types of
factors that contribute to disruptions in UAV flights. An analysis of literature as shown
in Section 1.2 supports author views. Existing research on UAV resiliency deals with
some of the modules classified in this study. Other modules are recognized, but simply
excluded for brevity, or recognized as beyond the scope of research. In this study, the
authors have made efforts to identify every aspect of swarm operations and to categorize
them. To our knowledge, this is among the very few studies that comprehensively address
the resiliency issue by recognizing swarm components into modules and studying how
resiliency features can be incorporated into them. Related existing research is discussed in
detail. The state-of-the-art for all individual modules is discussed, and current challenges
are highlighted.

Figure 4 categorizes UAV swarm operations into components and modules. The main
components identified are Communication, Movement, SAR, Security, Resource and Task
Handling, Agent Properties and Resilience Evaluation. Every component has subcategories
(i.e., modules) that further extend operations. There is a recognized need for resilience
engineering in all components and subcategories. Although it has been recognized that each
module needs resilient incorporation, the module functions are interdependent. Failure of
one can lead to a cascaded stop in operations. Every module is discussed as an important
aspect of building resilience in UAVs. The major research in these modules is examined with
their current implications and future possibilities. This study presents a classification-based
review of resiliency research and lays the foundation for our current work on building
comprehensive resilient swarms.
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To create a novel study, we also examined recent surveys and discussions (2019–2022)
on UAV swarms. This list provides an idea of areas where UAV swarm research has been
well covered, and where research gaps remain. Table 1 below cites a list of review literature
on UAV swarms that was examined. The research focus section provides a general trendline
of study directions and indicates that a comprehensive study that provides an overview of
all UAV swarm components and modules was thus far not carried out.

Table 1. An examination of other related review and survey literature of UAV swarm components
sorted by their publication year.

Reference Research Focus Published

[27] A review of linear and model-based nonlinear controllers for UAV swarms
as well as general swarm characteristics 2019

[28] A review of ML-based techniques to improve UAV-based communication
modules such as resource management and security 2019

[23] A survey of swarm communication architectures and routing protocols and
their open research challenges 2020

[29] A categorization of swarm behaviors into organization, navigation, decision,
and miscellaneous modules 2020

[30] Studying issues in UAV swarm communications: Power issues, routing
protocols, and quality of service along with open research challenges 2020

[31] A survey of application-specific scenarios in internet of things (IoT) by
using swarm intelligence 2020

[32] A survey of UAV swarm intelligence based on hierarchical frameworks 2020

[33] A study of the path planning problem for interception of mobile targets
using an UAV swarm 2021

[34] Examining dynamic task allocation methods for UAV swarms 2021

[35] AI-backed routing protocols used for UAV swarms with an emphasis on
dynamic topology properties 2022

[36] A broad discussion on UAV, with an overview of swarms, agent
characteristics, and applications 2022

[37] A discussion on high-level swarm autonomy and the use of cellular
networks for swarm communication 2022

[38] A review of four main AI-based path planning methods in UAV swarms 2022
[39] A summary of swarm intelligence techniques for Multi UAV collaboration 2022

2. Resilient UAV Swarm Components and Modules

This section reviews previous literature on all of the recognized components and
modules in Figure 4. A tabular summary of the discussions is also provided in Table 2 below.
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Table 2. A summary major research focus for each module in the seven recognized components of
UAV swarm resilience.

Parent Component Module Major Focus

2.1 Communication

2.1.1 Connectivity Connectivity maintenance

2.1.2 Network coverage Efficient coverage of an area with
strongly interconnected agents

2.1.3 Network structure Types of network topologies

2.2 Movement

2.2.1 Area coverage Optimized area coverage by agents

2.2.2 Path planning Path planning protocols for agents

2.2.3 Obstacle avoidance Protocols to avoid agent interaction
with environmental obstacles

2.2.4 Collision avoidance
Protocols to avoid agent
interactions with other agents in the
same swarm

2.2.5 Navigation Navigation and localization
for agents

2.2.6 Flocking Flocking dynamics for
agent swarms

2.2.7 Formation control Formation control for agent swarms

2.3 Search and Rescue (SAR)

2.3.1 Search Searching for lost swarm agents

2.3.2 Rescue Rescue and connectivity of
located agents

2.4 Security
2.4.1 Physical security Ensuring physical security for

swarm agents

2.4.2 Network security Network security and intrusion
detection of swarm networks

2.5 Resource and
task handling

2.5.1 Task assignment Task assignment protocols for
agents in a swarm

2.5.2 Resource allocation Resource allocation and assignment
policies for swarms

2.6 Agent property 2.6 Heterogenous agents The inclusion of heterogenous
agents in swarms

2.7 Resiliency evaluation 2.7 Scalable and
generalized metrics

Development of scalable and
generalized metrics for evaluating
swarm resilience

2.1. Communication

The main modules of the communication component that need to be addressed are
connectivity, network coverage, structure, and characteristics. Each is a vital part of the
communication process required by agents in the swarm to maintain contact with the base
and each other. Important functionalities such as data transfer and action control take
place through the communication pipeline. Keeping complete communication is often
the first step towards resilient systems. Communication issues include communication
delays between swarm agents with one another or with external entities, such as ground
control [40]. Swarm agents may fail to communicate with each other due to a variety of
reasons. Some agents might stray out of the communication area as a result of path planning
and navigational actions. In such cases, the swarm as a whole must be flexible enough
to select the optimal agent deployment area by considering communication equipment
limitations. Communication at some point might be disconnected completely. This can be
due to failure of communication equipment or loss of critical swarm agents responsible for
handling connections. Certain UAV task algorithms might overwhelm agent computational
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capacities to the point that they become unresponsive and reduce the system to a standstill.
In-path obstacles might also result in a temporary loss of communication with the swarm.
Ongoing research on communication such formation control using ad hoc networks [40]
identifies issues and proposes solutions. If some agents in the swarm become disconnected,
flexible formation control can restructure swarm positions to bring back agents within the
connectivity sphere. Transmission delays can also be offset using formation switching to
alternate topology to position swarm agents closer to broadcast handling agents. Passive
beacons installed on the ground can help recover agents from failure by guiding them
to failsafe points. Section 2.6 discusses the addition of heterogeneous agents in a swarm
as a means of increasing operational resiliency. Ground vehicles can assist in providing
emergency communication to aerial swarms and vice versa, as well as perform functions
such as visual detection of navigation beacons to coordinate transmission to aerial swarms.

2.1.1. Connectivity

This section deals with maintaining connectivity between the swarm and commu-
nication systems at ground control, ground beacons, and the user. The communication
path from ground control to UAV agents in operational space has numerous vulnerabilities.
Swarms might go off course due to winds or might have to change path due to sudden
obstacles. This might affect the range of communication links used such as Wi-Fi and radio.
Additionally, obstacles might also block transmissions resulting in delay or loss. Swarm
agents with limited fuel capacity have additional problems. Attempts at reconnection
and prolonged communication at low signal strength might deplete power reserves more
quickly, reducing flight range on the mission. Adaptable connectivity protocols are needed
in this scenario [41]. Here, a hierarchical topology is described, where a master drone
controls a fleet of lower-level drones that can fly the search area. The master drone acts
as a data pathway to the control center. Single link topological frameworks such as this
always have the issue of data pathways failing. Since these are also agents that are exposed
to operational space dynamics, there is a probability of them failing as well. By assigning
different area restrictions to master and low-level drones, the study ensures that there is a
persistent data pathway between ground control and end agents. Figure 5 shows a high-
altitude fixed wing aircraft that has the equipment necessary to connect it to a ground-based
communication system. A low altitude leader-follower quadcopter swarm is connected
to the fixed wing aircraft. The swarm is able to communicate with ground-based stations
located at a considerable distance using the fixed wing. However, there is still a probability
that the master drone fails due to obstacles. Relay based connectivity maintenance [42] uses
a similar communication link that uses relay and articulation UAVs to connect surveillance
UAV agents in the swarm to a ground station.
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Multi-hop communications are key to such models where relays are used to read a
wider range. While [42] designates articulation agents to balance mission with network
connectivity, it brings all nodes within the same operational space. Without an excellent
swarm defense and onboard intrusion detection system (IDS) in place, enemy agents can
focus their attack on mission-critical nodes and target them first to bring down swarm
operations. Spreading relay nodes over a wider range of topography can bring down the
ROF (rate of failure). For example, if the aircraft was flown at a sufficiently low flight
altitude, ground-based relay stations could be used. Figure 6 shows a multi-hop data
pathway selection process that can occur between a source agent and a destination agent to
relay messages. The routing protocol governing this transmission has to consider various
factors such as agent locations, energy required, transmission time, etc.
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Figure 6. A multi-hop data pathway used by a source agent to communicate with the destination agent.

Routing protocols govern data transmission between network nodes. Hereby a swarm
of UAV agents is capable of forming an ad-hoc MANET, FANET (flying ad-hoc network), or
VANET (vehicular ad hoc network) depending on the topology and study in question. UAV
networks are more advanced than those mentioned above due to faster flight speeds and
energy constraints. High mobility and dynamic distribution of agents make the design of
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reliable communication links difficult [43,44]. The existing challenges to resilient protocol
design are furthered by considering the nature of the UAV agent and the environment.

Routing protocols depending on their design can be position-based, topology-based,
and cluster-based. A survey conducted in [9] summarizes several design considerations for
routing protocols such as topology, flight formation, latency, collision avoidance, and exter-
nal disturbances. Essentially, these factors are related to the resilience modules presented
in this study. Although they apply to agent communication, the same factors can be scaled
and considered as issues when designing a resilient UAV swarm. Routing frameworks such
as the one proposed in [45] claim resiliency in communication by using software-defined
networking (SDN) controllers. Connectivity graphs can be created by using available chan-
nels and relaying information for a particular area. However, this often requires knowledge
of operational space beforehand. If that is available, shortest-path algorithms determine
paths that allow agents in a swarm to be separated over a wide geographical area to prevent
jamming by an adversarial entity that seeks to block communication waves in one area.
Smart selection methods capable of switching data delivery schemes are required. The four
basic schemes among agents are unicast–between two agents, broadcast–from one agent to
all other agents, multicast–from one agent to several agents, and geocast–from one agent to
some agents in the swarm selected due to absolute location or relative positioning.

Another challenge with routing protocols is that most utilize unicast routing. Multicast
protocols assume dense and slow-moving node structures. Efforts to increase efficiency
in protocol design, such as in [46], design a multicast protocol based on predicting the
trajectory of agents. By selecting a node with higher priority metrics, which has a high
chance of encountering an agent that needs to forward information, messages can be
relayed faster. The calculated priority metric was dependent on start time and duration of
the encounter with the transmitting agent. A priority encounter graph was constructed
for this purpose. By equipping multiple modes of transmission depending on the position
density and velocity of agents, routing protocols can act efficiently and guarantee constant
connectivity and message delivery assurance despite disruptions.

2.1.2. Network Coverage

Optimal coverage of an area by a swarm of UAVs falls under the connectivity domain.
Network coverage involves using the agents in a swarm to blanket a particular area such
that all of the area is covered during application-specific purposes such as surveillance,
while at the same time maintaining a standard quality of connection with other agents in
the swarm. There is a tradeoff between coverage and connectivity that is recognized, and
metrics such as those proposed in [47] study it. Multiple UAV swarms have applications
in delivering persistent surveillance. However, features such as dynamic target tracking
can lead agents astray and out of connectivity limits, which can lead to the loss of data
and agents. Simulations on the exploratory problem using MAS show that to accomplish
covering a certain area, particularly in cases where high rewards are offered to explore
it, an agent might stray from the swarm thereby sacrificing connection with other agents
or the base while doing so. Optimized models designed to balance connectivity and cov-
erage such as those designed by [48] study the effects of network density on coverage
and performance. Swarms with a smaller number of agents thus need high-level models,
balanced with increased computational power, to handle more frequent formation control
than swarms with a higher number of agents. A model parameter that requires agents
to remain near each other might prevent agents from spreading out thereby restricting
coverage. Bio-inspired ant colony optimization algorithms try to imitate ant behavior for
communication and pathways based on pheromones. Chaotic ant colony optimization for
coverage-connectivity [47] uses repulsive pheromones to visit unexplored areas. Alterna-
tively, they were also used to avoid collisions between agents. With this approach, less
work exists on balancing connectivity and coverage decision processes for swarms.

These forces can be calibrated to consider network strength. Thus, areas that might
weaken connections between swarm components are assigned higher values to discourage
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single agents from attempting exploratory tasks. Intelligent algorithms can however assign
a group of agents to visit high force areas such that the entire network shifts in that
particular direction thereby maintaining network strength.

2.1.3. Network Structure and Characteristics

Network structure and characteristics play a major role in defining how resilient
an UAV swarm will be to disruptions. While security components protect swarms from
malicious intent, inherent network topographic structures, organization policies, and
characteristics such as jamming resilience and energy efficiency can reduce other disruption
margins and aid in strong connectivity [49]. While network structures typically define
how a network is built with regards to nodes and resources, topology, and hierarchies
for decision making, network characteristics deal with any intrinsic abilities that may
be built into its structures such as jamming resilience, energy efficiency, and self-healing
capabilities. This section examines both structure and characteristics in detail. Modified
network topologies can have a substantial impact on how a network responds to a disruption.
The most conventional of these is the hierarchical agent topology where some agents have a
higher-level designation and act as leaders of a swarm. These agents may differ in their nature
or hardware, leading to swarms being heterogeneous, perhaps even simply by their designation.

Article [41] created a similar topology in which agents are masters or followers. Each
follower drone is an explorer whereas master drones are data collectors and major com-
munication nodes. The master drones assign exploration areas to the follower drones.
One master is responsible for several follower drones. The duties of the master are to
maintain a set distance and signal strength with ground control at all times. Such tree
topology implementations are often the first step in developing structured network systems
that may increase swarm resiliency in a stepwise manner. Additional modifications to
these networks are possible such as the addition of heterogenous agents as discussed in
Section 2.6. Master drones are often high-altitude fixed-wing aircraft that control numerous
low-altitude quadcopters.

Additional network layer modifications can also influence vital factors of communi-
cation such as the transmission power. Article [50] proposes the addition of a new layer
between the data link and network layers. Each agent node has the ability to adjust its
transmission power for sending data while maintaining stable connections with other
nodes. The additional layer has decision constraints to prune unnecessary links and set
the transmission power based on the nearby agent range. The proposed network has
energy efficiency properties due to fine control of data transmission power. Depending on
the number of nodes in the network, the target area can be divided accordingly, and an
appropriate number of agents can be assigned to cover it. Article [51] proposes an advanced
model that can differentiate between an agent in standby mode or active flight. The amount
of energy consumed by an agent in active flight vs. being in standby mode is considerable.
A model inspired by [52] splits the power required by the agents into flight power and
standby power. Splitting energy demands allows for finer control over consumption as
well as other functions such as task assignments and agent callback/deployment functions.
Models that consider the state of agents and their energy consumption can be upgraded
to allow for additional functionality. An agent in active flight may consume more power
while performing certain tasks, allowing other idle agents to be on standby. This agent will
have a lower availability of flight power “e” than standby agents. During task assignment,
the control scheme can decide to recall this agent to redeploy a new agent or use the new
energy value as a constraint in determining task allocations to the swarm. While fine control
over energy consumption such as in [50] may not always enable superior performance,
the inclusion of energy-efficient features in all areas of agent control may extend swarm
flight time considerably. Conventional ad-hoc UAV networks do not have such flexibility,
and all nodes transmit at the same power level for a fixed transmission range. However,
transmitting at power levels higher than required can reduce network efficiency and impact
flight time.
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Solutions such as this can also solve the malicious attack problems discussed in
Section 2.1.3 where nodes are compromised and forced to transmit packets at lower trans-
mission powers to misdirect the attack or to cause latency issues. However, flexible power
transmission control can allow neighboring authentic agents to efficiently capture these
data packets and ensure that they reach the destination, making such attacks fail. The role
of blockchain implementations as a security upgrade to UAV swarm networks has been
discussed briefly in Section 2.4.2. However, their integration into network structure can
also have added benefits towards building resilient networks. An agile implementation [53]
defines an UAV network that is decentralized by using SDN and blockchain technology. It
has the usual application, control, and data planes. The data plane is present on the UAV
whereas the other two are at ground control.

The location of network planes is important. In [53] for example, the ground control
location of the control plane gives it a global view of the network that other routing
protocols lack. All agents in the network are aware of the swarm status. Control stations act
as the deployment of the blockchain. Multiple ground stations share and synchronize data
over the blockchain. An added advantage to this is the fact that the swarm has up-to-date
data on the shortest routes and destination status anywhere they go, as long as they are in
the range of a single ground station.

Swarm agents that act as the main creators of data on the data plane also add infor-
mation to the blockchain. Task scheduling and flow table information are maintained and
updated using smart contracts. Article [54] studies application-specific functionality of
drones for hybrid cellular network deployment. Studies show that prolonged use of UAVs,
particularly for drones as a service (DAS), has been in limited deployment due to factors
such as limited flight time, collision avoidance, and onboard hardware capacity. Examples
include the use of drones to provide emergency communications or vehicular micro-cloud
services [55]. Modified network systems are needed to improve agent performance, and
this study proposes a swarming strategy of agents based on continuously monitoring
swarm geometry and the environment. Langevin dynamics were used to study agent
interactions. Self-organizing characteristics were based on crystallization of molecular
structures in condensed matter physics. However, self-organization occurs in chemical,
robotic, cognitive, and natural systems as well. By allowing network nodes to develop a
self-imposed hierarchy based on external or internal factors, an order can be established
from an initially disordered system. By using external stimuli, or in this case demand
requests by activated end users, matching supply movements can be created.

Application-specific research such as [56], which provides solutions for a disaster-
resistant network by using UAV deployment, can also be used to make UAV swarms
inherently robust. Although the problem addressed is mainly UAV deployment and
formation to provide network services, these solutions can be applied to address network
coverage problems to create ad hoc resilient UAV networks.

The proposed approach has the deployed UAVs act as aerial base stations (ABS) and
estimates the position of user equipment in a disaster-struck region by using their uplink
signals. User and ABS locations go to a central location where the signal-to-interference
plus noise ratio values are calculated. Users are assigned to a particular ABS according
to the max user per ABS limit and a clustering algorithm deploys ABS to final locations.
Similar approaches can be used where agents can act as nodes in a network topology to
which a set number of other swarm agents connect. Once connected, by using range limits
of onboard communication equipment as a weight parameter, agents can be deployed to
create a multi-node UAV net where every agent in the swarm maintains a stable connection
with a specified number of swarm mates. Further upgrades to such networks such as
energy efficiency and jam resilience can be introduced. Jamming resilience is typically
used to defend against attacks that seek to disrupt routing protocols by compromising
selective nodes. Data sent through these nodes are then captured and analyzed for additional
information on how to compromise the network. Such attacks can be executed by corrupting
a valid node in the network or by the addition of a new foreign agent-based or ground
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node that the swarm assumes is a part of the network. Every drone is essentially a node in
the FANET that has localization capabilities. Link quality is measured using metrics such
as RSSI (received signal strength indication) and SINR (signal to interference plus noise
ratio). Additional schemes for traffic load and spatial distance are used to create a ‘jamroute’
protocol that has source nodes search their real-time changing routing tables for the shortest
routes to the destination node [57]. In the case that the node is busy, a broadcast request is
sent that has a packet of information such as source node, destination node, and max traffic
loads. Each node has unique identifiers that associate it with the network, thus making it
difficult to add malicious nodes to the network as a means of attack. Additional proposed
schemes for link quality and traffic load prevent attacks such as a limited transmission
power attack where the compromised node drops a data packet by transmitting it with
reduced power. Protocols those such as in [57] prevent the loss of data packets by creating
multiple forwarding paths. Even if one node attempts sabotage maneuvers, other paths
ensure all packets reach the destination node.

Based on the characteristics of the routing table, the protocols can be further cate-
gorized. In static routing protocols, once created, the routing table cannot be updated.
However, this is not suitable for dynamic formations and large swarms. Article [57] dis-
cusses other protocols, such as proactive tables, where tables are updated periodically.
Hybrid routing protocols combine proactive and on-demand routing. Fixed network
topologies are often an issue when it comes to improving ad-hoc networks. Ad-hoc net-
works are necessary to supplement higher costs and range-limited communication such as
cellular communication and Bluetooth. Fixed topology networks do not scale for ad-hoc
connections very well. Dynamic topology reconstruction protocol (DTRP) models such
as the one in [58] consider changes in UAV network topology. The DTRP uses a master
node and a worker node. The master controls the internal swarm network, and the worker
node is responsible for the transmission of sensing and flight information. The master
node transmits initialization messages to all follower nodes in the area. The worker nodes
then change the node information of the message from that of the master to their own
and forward the message to other workers that are out of direct reach of the master node.
If a set time elapses and an acknowledgement message is not received from the worker
node, the master node is converted to the lowest node in the link table. Minting link
information tables such as these assist in verifying the position of each node on the map,
as well as information control. The return messages contain location information, which
when overlaid on a map pinpoint the location of each node in an area and also areas where
no nodes are present. Therefore, such areas can be serviced by redeploying some agents in
the swarm to them.

2.2. Movement

This component covers the decision process that involves the movement of the swarm
agents in operational space, including flocking, optimized area coverage, path planning,
and obstacle avoidance. As such, these are the physical behaviors that a swarm might
exhibit during its operation. Major modules of the movement component are recognized
to be area coverage, path planning, obstacle avoidance, collision avoidance, navigation,
formation control, and flocking.

2.2.1. Area Coverage

While Section 2.1.2 discussed tradeoffs between network coverage and connectivity,
this section discusses area coverage as a part of the movement component. These problems
are often intermixed with each other. The coverage problem determines the success and
probability of when the area will be completely scanned. It is often defined as increasing
coverage while managing trajectories and disruptions. Article [59] defines swarm coverage
as a process to cover a selected region. Swarm area coverage is an important decision
process for swarm systems. Area coverage is often utilized in application-specific scenarios
to cover a region of interest (ROI) with a swarm of agents, particularly as a movement
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problem, with less regard for connectivity maintenance and more focus on completing a par-
ticular goal. A similar problem framework is discussed in [60]. “Chaos-enhanced mobility
models for multilevel swarms of UAVs” mentions how area coverage is an original problem
by describing it as “focusing on the mobility management of a swarm of autonomous
UAVs to maximize the coverage of a squared geographical area”. The resilient component
differentiates this from a simple path-planning objective. The two main objectives are for
the swarm to cover a given area as well as counter any unpredictable disruptions that
occur during the process. Considering the target area properties is an important input
for decision-making models for swarm operations. Network coverage and area coverage
differ in terms of how ROI is used. While network coverage focuses on making sure that
agents in the area are always optimally connected, area coverage addresses the coverage
problem and describes the actions taken by a swarm of agents to cover the ROI. The target
space may differ in terrain and ground cover, as well as the presence of water bodies,
wind channels, and stationary or dynamic obstacles. Current issues with area coverage
lie mostly in the dimensional space in which they are tested. Most existing simulations
portray coverage in a two-dimensional space. In [60], altitude information is not considered.
Formation deployment controls may require agents flying through constricted spaces to
fly in tighter formations thus requiring agents to vary in flight altitude rather than sweep
area. This is especially prevalent when reaching consensus after obstacle navigation and
post-deployment primary formations. The control methodology in which agents cover
an area can be categorized into different types and [61] offers a naming convention for
them as follows. Static coverage is a standard agent deployment method in which an UAV
examines a particular spot for its target. Several such agents examine individual spots.
Barrier coverage forms a perimeter that can detect the entry of any object through the
barrier. These are usually deployed on security-specific applications. Sweeping coverage is
the name the authors have given to the dynamic deployments of agents which can change
formation as they move through the area. This is the standard procedure followed across
any SAR protocols. Several coverage models have been described such as imposing grid
cells on the ROI to ensure that every cell is covered or dividing the area into small bits
that are assigned to the agent’s area decomposition [62,63] and sweep motions [64,65].
Article [59] mentions two primary methods for cooperating coverage, centralized, and
distributed decision-making. They propose a self-organized decision-making approach for
the problem modeled in velocity space. The approach is divided into perception, decision,
and actions. Multiple UAVs coordinate with each other for sharing position, velocity,
and obstacle information. Their decision uses a reciprocal coverage method that creates
collision-free optimal spaces. The swarm coverage decision model considers the above
parameters with collision avoidance with other agents, obstacle avoidance, and optimal
velocity decision in each iteration. This is carried out using the Monte Carlo method for
velocity-finding in confirmed space.

A different obstacle characteristic is considered by [66] while solving the area coverage
problem. Not all obstacles have the same threat levels, nor are all of them equal in terms
of dimensions and nature. Additionally, energy constraints on UAVs during coverage
problems have often not been addressed in complex scenarios. They propose a two-step
auction framework for energy-constrained UAVs in a given area. The agents evaluate the
threat levels of each area cell referred to in their paper as a module and bid in an auction
for the UAV to come to it. If two bidding prices match, energy loss is also considered. The
UAV determines the winning module. The second step is the obstacle avoidance strategy
for any obstacles that the UAV might face while traveling to the winning module. In the
case that an obstacle is unreachable by flying over it, the second-best module is selected.
Additional constraints for sleep mode and two UAV bid clashes are also designed. Such
strategies are also viable alternatives to reward-based ones where agents are rewarded for
considering a particular area. Additional parameters such as energy considerations can
thus be programmed.
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2.2.2. Path Planning

Efficient path planning for multi-agent systems is a prevalent challenge in swarm
development. Algorithms such as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) are developed to
find near-optimal solutions. Multiple iterations on a solution may provide better results.
Several biologically inspired heuristic algorithms have been proposed for path planning.
Bio-inspired algorithms have found remarkable success in the movement development of
multi-agent systems as they exist predominately in the animal world. The development
of such algorithms drew its inspiration from group behaviors in fish shoals, bees, and
ants [67]. Article [68] proposes a modified fruit fly optimization algorithm. The original
fruit fly swarming is inspired by fruit flies making their way to ripening fruit. The modified
algorithm divides the swarm into smaller subswarms. By allowing flexible search parame-
ters there is a shift from a global search to a local search as the mission timeline progresses.
This expands the search space considerably. The FOA (Fruit fly optimization algorithm)
uses two search parameters, sight, and olfactory. While the visual search is a greedy search,
the olfactory search is a directional search that examines the greatest concentration of the
target in a cell and proceeds in areas with increased concentrations. Both processes are
repeated until the termination stage is reached near the target destination. UAV inputs
can be used to program essential paths for individual agents. Paths to the destination
can be calculated by using terrain data, weather, and network signals as inputs. Based on
pre-established network availability from base to destination, each agent can move on a
path that has the best-preestablished parameters such as SINR. Secondary inputs such as
terrain can be analyzed using the visual input.

Distributed path planning for multi-UAVs works similarly, ref. [67] where SAI (Surveil-
lance Area Importance) values for each cell are analyzed and a connection is established
that shares each UAV’s location. The leader agent checks the area based on past SAI values,
and uncovered areas are subdivided. Individual trajectories for each agent are generated.
SAI is an intrinsic value generated and defined by [67] based on the probability of outside
agents entering a restricted airspace. Since this is an application-specific development,
such values are required. For general purpose use, however, the above-suggested values
such as network strengths can be used to establish the grid importance. An alternative
approach used by [69] uses external threat models to create channels through which agents
can travel. The weather threat model measures wind and rain states and the transmission
tower model calculates a safe path some distance away from transmission towers to prevent
their electromagnetic waves from disrupting agent navigation systems. An upland threat
model measures the terrain below the agents to maintain optimal distance between aircraft
and the ground. An adaptive genetic algorithm controls the path generation schema.

Modeling individual threats as functions that act as inputs to learning algorithms is an
efficient approach to creating low-cost shortest route solutions. By allowing models to scale
as per a particular environment, threat functions that are not present can be eliminated
thereby allowing quicker convergence on solutions. For example, the transmission tower
threat function will not be used in an area that does not have them, thereby reducing overall
model complexity.

While most research generically uses the term collision avoidance and categorizes
together all impacts of UAV agents with other agents or in-path obstacles, this study
classifies them separately. Obstacle avoidance deals with any static or dynamic obstacles
that might be present in the flight path. Examples include geographic terrain, buildings,
trees, birds, etc. Collision avoidance deals specifically with avoiding impacts with other
UAV agents in the same swarm. Each is discussed separately in the following sections.

2.2.3. Obstacle Avoidance

Movement systems of UAV swarms for path planning, obstacle avoidance, and general
navigation require comprehensive integration with each other to provide acceptable perfor-
mance. Article [18] discusses a unique system that develops drone reflexes to maximize
agent safety. They utilize a dynamic evolutionary algorithm to create drone routes, and a
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reinforcement-based learning algorithm to use system state data and create feedback loops.
Drone reflexes are labeled as reactive actions performed by agents to prevent collisions with
sudden in-path obstacles. Case studies such as this highlight the differences in modules
for obstacle avoidance and path planning while also demonstrating the need for these
modules to work closely together. Quick computation of alternate routes is required once a
collision is foreseen by the learning algorithms. Moreover, path planning has a sub-module
that calculates the trajectory progress of all agents in the swarm. While quick solution
methods to reach optimal performance in collision avoidance dictate that the trajectories
developed do not intersect, this is not an ideal solution. Real-world scenarios often require
agent trajectories to overlap during application-specific functions such as target search.
In such cases, the trajectory planner also has the responsibility of near real-time tracking
of all agent progress concerning their defined trajectories. Any overlapping paths must
not have agents present at the point of intersection. A wait-and-go action process must
be implemented where an agent waits in hover mode while the other passes the point of
intersection. Alternative solutions include introducing an altitude adjustment component.
Two agents may follow intersecting trajectories without waiting if they are separated by a
safe flight altitude.

The autonomous navigation system in [18] uses an offline component to generate
the shortest paths between start and end points based on standard information. The
online component is a dynamic monitoring system that utilizes a feedback mechanism
to detect changes in swarm reconfiguration and suggest reorganization of swarm routes
when necessary. Prediction features use monitoring data to predict drone movement and
collision. Additional modules for safe area computation and reflex computation are present.
The reflex module outputs reflexes for drones to avoid in-flight collisions.

The weighing mechanism in the hierarchical methodology in [70] is assigned levels
based on the distance from the master UAV for each sub-swarm. Obstacle avoidance is
inspired by occasion and behavior. If it is determined that the intended movement of the
swarm and the obstacle point positions satisfy constraints that make it impossible to avoid,
the master UAV then attempts to move in a direction tangent to the obstacle. The flocking
control uses a hierarchical model that labels master UAVs as information UAVS. These
decision-making agents act as the center for a flock of ordinary UAVs thus forming a sub-
swarm. The objective of the study is to ensure that ordinary agents follow the information
agent. Thus, by controlling the actions of the information UAV for obstacle avoidance and using
flocking control on ordinary UAVs, the sub-swarm is shown to successfully avoid obstacles.

2.2.4. Collision Avoidance

The collision avoidance problem has been recognized by research as being separate
from obstacle avoidance. While research such as [70] uses cooperative formation control to
avoid obstacles, ref. [71] uses predictive state space to generate collision free trajectories
for agents. The most prevalent way among current research of avoiding collisions is by
using agent state information and generating artificial potential fields. The mission-based
collision avoidance protocol (MBCAP) in [72] uses a similar strategy. Every agent broadcasts
its current and intended next stage position. A collision detection process receives them
and checks for coordinate matches of agents. In the case that a match is found, a stop signal
is sent to those agents. Upgrades such as agent priority are also included where each agent
has a priority level, where in the case of a collision threat, the lower priority agent gets a
stop command while the higher priority agent can pass.

Additionally, altitude adjustments are often used to avoid mishaps. On a collision
alert, the two agents can adjust their altitude for one to pass over the other. Article [73] uses
a modified trajectory modification such as the one described above to climb and descend
in order to provide vertical separation at the closest approach points. The global aim is to
have the least number of modifications overall. However, this necessitates a higher-level
integration into swarm motion to avoid collision with other agents in the same altitude
range. Higher-level decision models can be computationally expensive and take more time
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to reach the decision stage. The second method is the artificial potential field method and
several functions such as the flat-h function and hyper quadratic surface functions for the
shape of potential fields have been studied [74–76]. The method considers each swarm
agent as a charged particle and can set a potential field based on current configurations.
The two forces, attractive and repulsive, decide how surrounding agents behave. Potential
field models generally have higher computational costs than using location-based methods
but have the advantage of lesser offset and error rates than image-based detection and
avoidance of other agents. Moreover, using image sensing equipment for agent avoidance
may employ equipment that can otherwise be used for mission purposes. Potential field
generation and location tables can be handled at ground level and on unit, respectively.
Potential field functions set artificial barriers around an agent that another agent recognizes
and cannot cross. While these can be dynamic during the flight timeline, most current
studies discuss a static volume for the generated field. This is comparable to the generation
of a miniature no-fly zone around every agent. Article [71] divides the air space into
cubic grid cells as they are easier to use when calculating agent positions. The rolling
optimization algorithm they use estimates agent collision and offers updated trajectories
to avoid them. It uses heading direction concerning current positions and the distance
between two UAV agents as constraints for improved trajectory generation. Here, the
distance between UAV agents is calculated with protected spheres, which are state spaces
around agents with a radius greater than the safety distance. If two spheres were to overlap,
the UAV agents would collide.

Similar approaches construct dynamic collision avoidance zones around aircraft in the
horizontal [77,78] and vertical planes. These are used to detect flight conflict trends. The
construction of both planes to detect a collision is simulated in [79]. While their particular
method was applied toward a pursuit–evader scenario, similar scales can be applied to
swarm agents to detect and actively avoid other agents nearby.

2.2.5. Navigation and Localization

Localization and navigation are two important properties required during swarm
movement, as the two are closely interlinked. A navigation path cannot be established if
agents are unable to sense their position relative to important points on the map. Localiza-
tion is necessary for successful swarm navigation, as most multi-agent system applications
require that each agent has a level of awareness regarding its surroundings as well as an
ability to discover its location with respect to the local environment. Global navigation
satellite system (GNSS) modules on agents can handle the problem, however not all UAV
models are equipped with the necessary hardware. Low-cost agents often do not have
GNSS modules due to additional costs. Other constraints such as aircraft weight and fuel
constraints also prevent upgrades. Swarms equipped with GNSS may not work well in
indoor environments, varied geographical features, or underwater due to weak GNSS
signals. Additional methods need to be implemented especially if the swarm includes
heterogeneous agents that are spread out over varied operational spaces, for example, an
underwater submersible together with an UAV. While the addition of such agents has
resilient implications, it mandates the need for upgraded localization methods [80].

Additionally, as [9] mentions, even GNSS module inputs may be insufficient for
localization with smaller update intervals. Differential or assisted GNSS solutions were
examined and provided far more accurate results. Article [81] provides a combination
solution that uses GNSS, an inertial measurement unit, a baro-altimeter, and range radio
measurements if GNSS is available. A fused reading is obtained by integrating all four
sources. In case GNSS is unavailable due to any factor, the platform switches to an alternate
solution based on the other three. While this may not be as accurate, it provides an
estimated relative position estimate as well as reduces overall swarm drift that occurs in
an IMU-only type system. The study also progressively explores some members of the
swarm being resilient to GNSS interference, an observation can that can be utilized in the
development of heterogenous swarms.
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Localization methods can be of different types depending on how they function. There
are methods that do not rely on the range and methods that do. Article [80] classifies them
as range-free and range based. Range-free methods are more localized using techniques
such as nearest neighbor information or node information [82]. Range-free solutions
may be faster and computationally easier to process, however at the expense of reduced
accuracy [82–86]. Alternate solutions exist such as using vision systems equipped on
agents to estimate location. Image matching though is typically more suitable for indoor
environments due to computational costs and time delays. Moreover, persistent localization
may be a challenge as this might require vision sensors to be up to par with capture
requirements. Article [87] mentions an indoor localization process using image capture.
Passive beacons such as navigational pads can be assigned coordinates on a cartesian plane,
and all agents include image processing algorithms designed to recognize the mission pads.
A similar approach is used by DJI Tello drones [88] by capturing and recognizing quick
response (QR) codes. However, the range of camera sensors and their directional position
limit widespread adoption.

These methods use the vision sensors installed on the agents. Other methods may
use an externally located camera along with image processing to detect the agents and
estimate their location [89]. Such approaches have widely been used in indoor localization
techniques. The drawback with using these systems outside as opposed to indoors is that it
is much more difficult and processing-intensive to implement in an unknown environment.

Article [90] conducted an experiment where a cooperative path planning strategy
was implemented between agents that have GNSS coverage and with others that do not.
The agents with nominal or more GNSS coverage stay in the visual line of sight of agents
that lack it, thereby guiding them through an obstacle filled environment. Range-based
solutions [91–93] use actual distance values for unknown nodes, but additional hardware
is required on the nodes in exchange for more accurate results and equipment cost may be
an added factor.

Article [80] proposes a backtracking search algorithm (BSA) with multi-hop localiza-
tion that improves resilience if reference nodes are not recognized correctly. The BSA is an
evolutionary optimization algorithm that uses past solutions to find solutions with better
fitness. The proposed approach here uses each unknown node to first estimate its distance
from a preset point using multi-hop signals. A min-max method obtains coarse values
for node location. The last stage takes multiple such contributions of the estimated node
locations from the other nodes and provides a refined approach. Additional measures
such as a confidence factor evaluate accuracy and can be programmed in multiple ways.
The range of neighbors whose contributions are considered can be expanded or multiple
iterations of coarse readings can be taken to establish finer mean values. Agents in a swarm
act as nodes that broadcast their routing information periodically. Other nodes receive this
information, and every node maintains a table of other agents. Neighboring nodes are given
prevalence in terms of their receiving data packets. Prediction algorithms use the routing table
to predict the location of agents at every turn to estimate the location of the nodes. Agents in
sectors present in the direction of the destination node are naturally given preference [94].

2.2.6. Flocking

Flocking is a group behavior where all individuals in a large group exhibit consensus
in terms of movement, navigation, and obstacle avoidance. Local rules dominate swarm
decisions [95].

To realize flocking, all members must follow a similar trajectory often defined by
higher-level agents in the swarm. Article [96] provides the groundwork that assists in
classifying flocking in separate sub-modules from formation control and collision avoidance.
While flocking and formation control are both sub-modules for swarm control, they should
be categorized independently. Flocking dynamics are not particular in terms of the final
goal [97], but rather focus on substages in swarm movement such as before and after an
obstacle is avoided. Formation control may specify higher-level dynamics and control over
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agent hierarchy and the decision process that assists in creating swarm dimensionality in
terms of physical shape. Collision avoidance is usually defined between two members
of the swarm and requires active monitoring of agent location and trajectory. Formation
control maintains a set swarm formation shape throughout the navigation and path changes
of the flight process.

Flocking behavior is thus a combination of dynamic navigation and obstacle avoidance
with velocity matching. Such behavior has been observed in nature in swarms of bees,
fish, and birds. The global objective is often to move towards a region as a whole. Certain
formations may provide more aerodynamic qualities to the swarm reducing wind resistance
and providing longer flight durations. Article [96] notes how specific formations of fixed-
wing aircraft have a reduced overall drag coefficient. Several formation control methods
use a form of hierarchy such as leader-follower, or force methods by using potential fields
generated by agents [60]. These are less than optimal solutions that increase complexity due
to the addition of collision and obstacle avoidance. Bio-inspired pheromone based funneling
of a group of agents by herders as well as behavior-based methods are also prevalent [60].

2.2.7. Formation Control

Multiple formation strategies have been formulated by researchers such as leader-
follower and virtual structure [98]. Article [99] mentions the usefulness of high-fidelity
biological models in formation control and tracking. The grey wolf tracking strategy uses
the four-level division found in wolf packs, alpha, beta gamma, and omega. While alpha
agents are decision-making agents in tasks such as directional movement, division of labor,
and target pursuit, beta agents are for communication. Delta agents act as sentries for the
pack. Extending this concept, ref. [99] develops an adaptive formation tracking protocol in
a pursuit scenario inspired by wolf behavior. The agents follow the wolf tracking strategy
of tracking leaders and formation before encircling the target. Multiple modifications to
this control strategy are examined in [100–104]. A centralized control approach may have
higher computational costs with an increase in the number of agents. A decentralized
formulation such as by [98] called the Markov decision process describes the creation of
formations in short time ranges. The authors of [105] define a waypoint-based formation
control protocol called mission based UAV-swarm coordination protocol (MUSCOP). The
master UAV follows a set of defined waypoints during mission planning. The follower UAV
stays in formation between waypoints along with the master. Once a waypoint is reached
the master synchronizes its position with the follower UAV. Relative location is used by the
master to define formations. The center UAV is the master and follows mission parameters
whereas the surrounding UAV follows offset coordinates. The protocol scales well in with
large UAV swarms and has a negligible time delay in terms of the synchronization wait
required at each waypoint.

2.3. Search-and-Rescue (SAR)

SAR missions are usually defined as an exploration problem. Exploration approaches
can be used in a wide range of applications [21]. Target search applications can include
searching for an intended target such as an entity in danger or need of medical attention
or surveying the aftermath of an accident. The search function can also be expanded to
include other agents in the UAV swarm that might have malfunctioned and crashed. Two
major applications of the search function are discussed.
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1. Target search and tracking for entities that are not a part of the swarm.
2. Track and search for agents of the swarm to open further conditional processes related

to mission progress.

Rescue activity has additional decision parameters. If a crashed agent were located by
the swarm, the cost of additional time and fuel that would be required to recover the agent
should be incorporated into the model as a function that opposes the primary mission
function. Additional conditional statements must be programmed to gauge agent failure
in the first place. If the agent has failed due to a locally present disruption, deploying
additional agents may result in their loss too.

The search function is an application of UAV where the aerial vehicle hunts for a
particular target using vision ability or location information. Searching for a target using
an UAV has various challenges. Depending on the hardware used, UAVs may have limited
sensing and communication hardware onboard. Capturing raw footage and sending it to
the ground station to be processed is computationally costly and may introduce delay. Two
types of search algorithms are often used to enable autonomous search: (1) visual search
using learning-based detection algorithms [106], and (2) location-based search using active
or passive onboard sensor arrays. Search algorithms conventionally divide the area by
using a probability index of where the target is most likely to be present [107,108].

Similar to functions discussed in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.3, UAV swarms allocate multiple
agents in a cooperative problem formulation to each search a part of the grid. Path planning
and formation control modules keep agents from colliding while preventing explored areas
from being searched multiple times. Article [21] proposes a nonlinear MPC solution for
searching an area. Citing communication and delay concerns for the control, each UAV
optimizes self-control instead of processing at a ground station. A PSO algorithm is used
to find problem inputs such as airspeed and roll angle. A cost function is also associated
with the probability map to determine the effect of the search function on mission progress.
Article [109] proposed a vision-based search function for mobile ground targets by an UAV
swarm. Equipment challenges exist such as the agents having cameras with a limited field
of view. With vision-based functions, targets may also not be recognized accurately if low-
resolution equipment captures inputs from higher altitudes. Dealing with mobile ground
targets requires additional considerations as compared to a fixed target. While formulating
the target search, they use cooperative coverage control which is categorized under area
coverage in Section 2.2.1. For the probability map update, each agent is assigned its map for
the whole region and takes individual measurements of its assigned area for examination
before updating it on the other agents. The time delay that might occur due to this is
not addressed in their paper. Cooperative agent vision-based inputs creating dynamic
probability maps have a distributed nature, where complete network connectivity is not
required. The probability map uses a fusion of the Bayesian function with consensus from
multiple agents. A pigeon-inspired optimization proposed by [110] is inspired by birds
using geographic magnetic fields and landmarks to reach destinations [111]. Article [112]
uses a profit-driven adaptive moving targets search (PAMTS) which uses the familiar
decomposition technique for dividing the search area into equal cells for each agent. An
observation history map is created for each cell by the agent surveying it. This can then
be shared with other agents to create a global knowledge base. The two objectives here
have a tradeoff, the explore action wants to reach newer cells whereas the following action
needs to track already detected objects. Moving target search problems is computationally
intensive, as they are classified as NP-hard. A recent observation table allows agents to
change their behavior weights which in turn balances the tradeoff. The reward for each
cell creates the decision metric, where greater rewards are given to cells with a higher
probability of the target being located there. The neighboring cells thus require priority
in being explored. Similar strategies are used for the area coverage models discussed in
Section 2.2.1. The adaptive framework in [112] consists of 5 components: module-sensor
inputs, information merging, operation adjustment, profit calculation, and path planning.
Location-based search functions rely on the last known location of the targets that are to be
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tracked. However, they alone may be insufficient to pinpoint the target location. Typical
application scenarios are to locate fallen swarm agents. Agents failing due to any internal
or external disruptions have to be located and rescued. Often finding failed agents may
give an insight into the disruptions that caused them to fail in the first place, whether it
be due to territorial birds damaging the aircraft, entanglement of flight equipment with
foreign materials, or some other cause.

Location data is usually from active location broadcasting equipment that is present
onboard the agents. In several cases, the agent may be lost in the vicinity of where it last
broadcasted its location from. Swarm agents may collect this information and home in on
the location. Based on the accuracy of location equipment, a switch can be made to visually
search the area to locate the fallen agent. In case an active location is no longer available
due to loss of critical flight power, triangulation methods can be used. Based on swarm
formation, the nearest neighbors of the fallen agent can provide a rough area in which the
probability of agent crash is highest. Visual search patterns may be used to further refine the
search. Agents can be equipped with location tagging solutions that run on independent
power such as Apple AirTags [113] or other similar products. These are light and low-cost
sensors that can be added to the agents externally. They trigger location alerts using other
active equipment present nearby such as cellular towers, mobile phones, and modems to
find the agent. UAV target rescue scenarios are usually application-specific and combined
with target search scenarios such as in disaster management. Since the goal of this study is
to examine approaches for generalized resilient UAV swarms, developments are necessary
to facilitate retrieving fallen agents. There is a lack of research on the use of swarm agents
to recover fallen agents. Due to the nature of operational space, it is often necessary that
other agents with heterogenous capabilities are required. For example, in scenarios in
which a swarm contains both UAVs and unmanned water surface vehicles (UWSVs) such
as in [114], if the UAV agent fails, the water surface agents take up the responsibility of
recovering the fallen agent. On the ground, an unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) can be
deployed to try and recover the lost UAV agent. Apart from the physical recovery of agents,
there should be re-connectivity protocols in place that attempt to establish connections with
lost agents that have been found on the ground.

2.4. Security

Swarm security is divided into two main categories. Physical agent security and
protecting the swarm from cyber threats. Both are discussed in the following sections.

2.4.1. Physical Security

The physical security of agents deals with the detection of threats that might physically
impede swarm progress. Additionally, defense or escape countermeasures should be
designed as part of securing any multi-agent system. The counteraction from swarm agents
is a response of the agents once a threat is detected and can include the following.

• Counteraction of UAV swarms against malicious agents trying to take down agents in
the swarm

• Counterattack of UAV swarms against malicious agents trying to enter a
restricted airspace

In either case, a threat classifier is needed for UAV swarms to detect and recognize
potential threats. One defense approach to incoming malicious agents is to engage a
swarm of counter-attack drones to intercept intruders. The approach by [115] follows a
similar method by deploying a swarm of drones that approaches the intruder UAV. The
deployed defense agents form a cluster around the intruder and restrict its movement
while attempting to herd it to a non-threatening location. The assumption is that the
enemy agent is aware of other agents surrounding it and will take steps to prevent collision
with them. However, if an enemy agent is not equipped with such abilities, there is a
high possibility that it may collide with one or more of the defender agents and result
in damage or loss. UAV agents can also be used to jam network connections of enemy
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agents and stop their crucial operations. A GPS spoofing attack was proposed in [116]
where it attempts to take control of an enemy agent. This is considered accomplished when
it can successfully artificially specify the enemy agent’s perceived position and velocity.
By controlling the agent and providing false data it is possible to disable the enemy. For
example, the spoofer used in this study earlier demonstrated similar actions whereby it
falsely produced ascending actions on a captured UAV that was hovering. To compensate,
the agent started a descent and would have been catastrophic unless precautionary manual
control took over [116,117]. However, such solutions which involve the deployment of
additional drones for counterattack can be an expensive process considering the physical
interactions that might take place among these agents. Replacement and repair of damaged
defender aircraft can be costly. Such approaches should be deployed only, when necessary,
when the main swarm is deemed incompetent to defend itself. Other solutions exist that can
be accommodated onboard existing UAVs without the need for additional agents. Enemy
agent ability jamming and evasive maneuvers are often advised in UAV swarm defense [97].
For recognition of enemy agents, detection methods are necessary, especially to differentiate
between swarm agents and foreign agents. While this can be done using software in-loop,
network recognition, and unique hardware identifiers, vision-based frameworks are also
being studied. For example, ref. [118] uses a vision-based object detection method backed by
deep learning to detect and track a potential enemy UAV. In addition to detection, a tracking
system is implemented to keep the detected agent in a local bounding box and follow it.

2.4.2. Network Security

A large portion of control tasks for UAVs is dependent on a network structure. Any
device, node, or link over a network is susceptible to cyber-attacks. With recent develop-
ments of malicious agents attempting to dissuade swarms from functioning, damaging
the network capabilities of an UAV swarm is the primary method of executing attacks [57].
Moreover, the remote nature of UAVs, combined with limited battery power, fast switching
routing, formation topologies, and small onboard computing power has made securing
drone networks a challenge. As with any network, FANETs are susceptible to attacks as
well, more so because of their high mobility and reduced computational powers. Onboard
agents have reduced computational power, and most of the processor load might be ded-
icated to functions such as flight, navigation, and mission tasks. Any security measures
thus need to consume as little energy and computation resources as possible [51].

Although attacks such as eavesdropping can be prevented using encryption for trans-
mission, other attacks may still penetrate UAV networks. The encryption keys must be
secure themselves to guarantee performance. Current security and management deploy-
ments assume that UAV swarms may accomplish tasks on a single charge. If refueling is
needed, the subtraction of old agents and the addition of new swarm agents should be
considered. Article [45] creates a swarm broadcast protocol that accounts for rapid changes
in swarm numbers, such as the addition of new drones. It also accounts for agents leaving
the swarm for activities such as fuel recharge. The addition of new agents may require them
to use the encryption keys used to secure network transmissions. However, challenges
to this approach include offset delays that may be caused by validating new agents, the
transmission of keys, and unstable networks interrupting the key transfer process. A loss
of key transmission could cause new agents to be unable to decrypt transmissions [45]. The
requirements of the key management scheme proposed are also similar to the IDS require-
ments discussed in the next section. A lightweight management scheme that consumes
low network and CPU resources is desirable. Secure broadcast protocols work whereby
every time the swarm changes its agent composition a new secure key is created. This
is done to prevent the old key from being used by any attackers. The new agents have
separate identifiers that recognize them to be a part of the swarm, this identifier unlocks
the broadcast packet that contains the new key. The master maintains a list of all agent
identifiers actively connected, and every time an agent sends a leave or join request the
identifier table gets updated, and a new broadcast key is sent out. To prevent offset delays
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during key sharing, agents also receive an updated copy of the identifier table. They can
then verify that the nearest neighbor is a verified agent and send the key packet. In this way,
the master does not have to send the key to every individual agent. Intrusion detection
systems are a reliable and efficient way of securing computer networks. Recent studies
demonstrate they can be deployed on UAV networks as well [119].

As with a regular IDS, an UAV-IDS is created to detect any suspicious activity on the
network and prevent its execution. Intrusion detection systems can be developed based
on behaviors or anomalies. Bio-inspired particle detection IDS can also be used [120]. An
updated taxonomy of intrusion detection systems has been conducted by the authors in
previous research [121]. The IDS monitors network traffic such as data packets, transmission
power, and routes, as well as new incoming requests from nodes.

While traditional attacks for computer networks may not directly apply here, IDS
protocols can be easily modified to suit FANET requirements. An integration with Hyper-
ledger Fabric, a distributed ledger platform, is possible to maintain unique identifiers for all
acceptable nodes thereby blocking any unknown nodes from gaining access [122]. An IDS
functionality can also be influenced by its deployment location. Typically, an IDS located at
ground control may have access to higher resources than on-board implementations. The
placement can be determined depending on factors such as the level of protection required,
the type of IDS being used, as well as resource requirements of the IDS itself. Multi-layered
IDS are possible but require additional considerations of network and node capacity during
system development. A policy-based IDS can be created that sets distinct patterns of be-
havior that are allowed whereas all others are flagged and sent to a higher-level operation
for additional examination. Several research challenges as mentioned by [106] discuss
detection latency, IDS computational costs, and implementation overheads. A solution
is required that is multi-positioned (agents and ground control both), multi-layered, and
comprehensive in terms of attack detection and mitigation. Add to that the challenges
faced by current IDS implementations, such as bottlenecks due to higher bandwidth and a
lack of concrete defense policies [123], and attack classifiers contribute further challenges
to the problem. Articles [124,125] have a rule-based mechanism for the IDS. Detection
rules for some of the most notorious attack types are predefined. The location is at the
ground station and categorizes each agent in the swarm by its alleged threat. An intrusion
report message is generated by each agent and sent to the ground station, which assists
in verifying agent status as well as any foreign agents that might seek to infiltrate the
swarm. A verification check is conducted by using anomaly detection backed by learning
algorithms trained to identify and label behaviors.

The addition of learning algorithms significantly expands the capability of intrusion
detection systems, and blockchain-supported network security has also been recently
explored as a way of securing UAV swarms. Blockchain is a peer-to-peer (P2P) distributed
ledger that is secure, transparent, and flexible. It can store data in a chain of blocks that are
tamper-proof. Smart contracts can be developed on the chain to execute specific predefined
actions. Blockchain has widespread use in security, finance, and government applications [126].
Blockchain technology is a viable solution to issues with UAV network security.

Current UAV softwarization techniques are summarized in [122] such as the wide
range of attacks on control, application, and data plane. Several proposed blockchain-
based architectures are a comprehensive solution to these issues. Figure 7 demonstrates a
simplified blockchain based method for securing low level swarms. A blockchain instance
runs on a cloud and ground-based station. Every agent in the swarm has a hardcoded
unique identifier. A state table with the agents and their identifiers is maintained by the
blockchain and synced across the station nodes. Agents validate their existence at every
iteration and the blockchain is updated accordingly. A spoofed agent with an identifier
that is not present on the blockchain is unable to join the swarm, is denied communication
services and is recognized immediately.
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Integration benefits include communication data security and transparency in node
transactions. However current blockchain technology has scaling and latency issues [127].
A proper framework choice is needed that fits the stochastic requirements of UAV swarms.
The first step is the selection of an appropriate consensus algorithm for the blockchain
itself. Fast consensus algorithms instead of proof of work are required. Article [53] rec-
ommends PBFT (practical byzantine fault tolerance) consensus that has a frequency of
500 Hz. Such higher frequencies can satisfy the intensive demands of routing policies,
resource allocation, and mobility management in addition to deploying secure swarms.
Article [122] in particular focuses on the security and privacy of communication links for
UAVs via blockchain-supported softwarization architecture. By ensuring the authenticity
of virtual machines in the virtual infrastructure, it is also capable of protecting against
various security threats.

Software-defined networking (SDN) is a technique that offers configurations for net-
work monitoring and performance. By separating control and data planes and providing
intelligent control to network hardware, real-time dynamic decision-making is possible.
SDN architecture features are described as vendor-neutral and agile [128]. Article [129]
examines four areas where blockchain can efficiently secure system-communication, user
authentication, device configuration, and legitimacy.

A blockchain-based SDN controller is capable of resisting several attacks that normally
plague networked systems. It is possible to integrate fast chains as middleware between
the control planes and infrastructure layers. Blockchain ledgers can be used to verify agents
in a swarm as well, and a lightweight implementation can hold identifiers for all agents in
the swarm. Any additional deployments are checked with values present in the blockchain.
It would be difficult for malicious agents to gain access as only agents who are keyed
into the blockchain will be allowed to be a part of the swarm. Applications such as those
in [130] generate a blockchain receipt for each data record that a drone stores in a traditional
cloud server. Labeled as “DroneChain”, drone data uploads are captured as a blockchain
transaction and hashed. Such developments are easier to deploy as they can be readily
integrated with traditionally available services, such as the cloud, merely by adding an
additional layer of authentication to data that already had an established pathway. Usage of
Drones as a Service (DaaS) is also prevalent. Package delivery services are being explored
where package status and tracking data are available on a blockchain [131]. Passive tags
on customer endpoints verify packages being dropped in mailboxes. Since these records
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cannot be tampered with, denying that a package was received is difficult. Package tracking
information is available to both the customer and package sender for transparency.

Some interoperability issues with blockchain integrations do exist though. The
blockchain needs to work on network hardware that is often vendor specific and may
not support it [122]. Data latency issues exist due to a lack of efficient optimization proto-
cols between network routing and coverage protocols interacting with blockchain-provided
data sources. Computational complexity may increase due to actions such as validation and
block mining. Additional research and testbeds are needed to refine proposed solutions
into real-time deployments.

2.5. Resource and Task Handling

Resource allocation and task assignment are terms used by some researchers inter-
changeably. This is based on the premise that once a task is assigned to an agent or a group
of agents, their resources will be locked during the duration of task completion or until a
dynamic change is required in the decision-making capacity of the task assignment module.
However, not all studies incorporate higher levels into task assignments. The assumption is
that each agent in the swarm is a resource that is assigned to complete a particular task. The
problem is an interaction between resources and the environment, whereas the allocation
scheme is an incentivized function for the agents.

2.5.1. Task Assignment

UAV task assignment is an optimization problem [132]. It is needed to improve
computational efficiency and to provide faster solutions. Bio-inspired algorithms such as the
wolf pack algorithm (WPA) have been studied in great detail due to their success in reaching
optimal solutions at lower time rates [101,103,133]. In a general wolf pack algorithm, each
swarm is divided into subgroups that have freedom of evolution and emergent behavior.
Sub-swarm interactions are allowed. Common parameters include maximum iterations,
population size, and the number of subpopulations. After the initial population solution
is created, the fitness function evaluates it before creating the subpopulations. These act
independently to create solutions until the termination condition, which is when the best
solution is selected from the set of candidate solutions.

Article [133] proposes a modified wolf pack algorithm called the multi-population
parallel wolf pack algorithm that performed better than traditional implementations. Their
proposed solution allows the creation of virtual sub-populations that are created on the
existing layer. This is constructed of the best-derived agents from the overall subpopulation
and does not change until the migration stage. Every iteration first optimizes the virtual
group and then proceeds to the actual populations. The individuals of this virtual layer are
distributed among the actual population and help in accelerated convergence of optimal
solutions. Results showed that up to a certain threshold, the simulations with more
subpopulations reached convergence faster than those with fewer subpopulations in a
general scenario. Improved performance was observed over the genetic algorithm and
generic wolf pack.

The wolf pack algorithm formulated in [132] dynamically changes leaders based on
certain criteria. This can be scaled to UAV agents to examine the level of computational
resources being used by each agent in the swarm at a given moment, and the agent with
the most resources available is selected as the leader. In the case that the swarm has a fixed
hierarchy, instead of leader shifting, additional tasks can be assigned to the selected agent
to create a swarm-wide balance.

Efficient task allocation can allow simple agents to accomplish relatively complex
tasks. However, the task allocation problem (TAP) is nonlinear, multi-modal, and highly
adversarial. Selecting the right agent to perform a task in the instantaneous decision
process is a challenge. Task assignment and resource allocation are interchangeable in
terms of usage and considerations for researchers. Task allocation solving algorithms can
be centralized or distributed. Bio-inspired algorithms are centrally distributed and include
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wolf pack, ant colony, and particle swarm optimization. However, they are known to be
computationally intensive particularly when the number of agents increases, and they also
show poor performance in dynamic environments [134].

Distributed algorithms are top-down and bottom approaches. Top-down approaches
decompose problems into smaller optimization problems and solve them using cooperation
schemes among multiple contributors. The study uses a fixed response threshold model
based on ant colony labor division. It addresses how individual agents determine that a
task needs to be performed and how the swarm as a whole exhibits functionality based on
different tasks with varying complexities.

Each agent has individual capabilities and a response threshold to tasks. Each task
has a stimulus that motivates agents to take the task. Once the task stimuli cross the agent
threshold, the agent begins the task. If an agent stops the task, the task priority increases,
thus increasing the environmental stimuli.

Article [135] summarize the similarity between ants and a group of UAVs performing
tasks. Because of the similarity in their distributed command structure, FRT models are
ideal for implementation in UAVs encouraging emergency biological swarm behavior
that performs tasks efficiently. Like other bio-inspired algorithms, PSO is also a good
candidate to use for task assignments. Article [136] improves on it to overcome the deficits
of the original PSO method as it can only be used for continuous space optimization. The
improved PSO algorithm divides the swarm into overlapping subgroups. Each particle
corresponds to an agent UAV. The second dimension is the number of tasks that are assigned
to the swarm. A fitness function is created to evaluate the particles and reach the local
solution. These steps are repeated until a termination stage is reached or the max iteration
number is reached. However, the number of tasks cannot be assumed as constant. Actual
task assignment problems are evolutionary. Factors such as fuel constraints, threats, and
mobility have to be considered. These may vary across situations thereby varying the
assignment too.

In cases where ground station services are readily available for swarms, the stations
can have their strategies for task allocation in addition to decision models on the agents
themselves. Both work in coordination to assign and select tasks. Cooperation frameworks
combine them to provide efficient task servicing. Implementations such as [137] integrate
multi-layered decision models for tasks. These models consider base station capacities to
expand drone task maps from onboard to ground control.

Station strategies are examined such as round robin that distributes tasks cyclical to
available agents. However, such a simplified strategy may have offsets in agents returning
task results as well as bottlenecks in task queuing. Complex decision models consider
multiple parameters before an allocation is made. Agent status strategy examines the
well-being of an agent in terms of remaining fuel, network strength and proximity to other
agents, and ground control before assigning a task.

Article [137] relies on the agent’s ability to handle requests. One is distance-based
and the other is reward-based. Common factors in both to be considered are agent battery
life, the distance between client and drone (in delivery to client specific scenario), and
environmental factors such as visibility and pressure. In tasks that deal with delivery to
client scenarios such as in [137], the drone can be in either one of the four states: at the
station, on route to the client, serving the client, or back at the station.

2.5.2. Resource Allocation

The allocation problem balances shared resources among a group of swarm agents.
Each task that a swarm carries out such as path planning, target detection, or surveillance,
requires a combination of onboard and ground control resources and computation time.
Inefficient task queuing can result in bottlenecks and delays that may damage sensitive
operational parameters such as target detection within a particular time frame or instanta-
neous formation reconfiguration. Multiple functional hardware elements can be combined
to make modules that combine capability as well as attempt to solve the resource allocation
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problem. A novel system proposed in [138] provides a radar module for communication
and target detection. It also attempts to solve the resource availability problem in UAVs
using a learning-based method to optimize resources. The input parameters are channel,
power, and beam resource. A reward scheme is provided to incentivize agents when
they select a particular resource, thereby freeing up other resources. Application-specific
scenarios such as the one used in [139] examine offloading of computation-intensive tasks
to and from edge computing servers. UAVs are used to provide flexible computing services,
where such a process can be used to offload intensive UAV tasks such as image processing
and target detection in videos to centralized facilities rather than being processed on board.

2.6. Agent Property

The agent property component focuses on individual agents in the swarm. It is possible
to increase overall swarm performance by modifying individual agent capabilities [140,141].
The easiest way to do this is to introduce swarm heterogeneity. Heterogeneity is defined as
components of a system that are of dissimilar composition or properties. Heterogeneity
may be imbibed in a multi-agent system by using a variety of features. The following
studies focus on performance effects on a mission by the inclusion of heterogenous agents
in a previously homogenous swarm [140–142]. There is a marked increase in performance
observed by the introduction of varied agents. This performance might be in terms of time
taken to complete tasks or an increase in another measurement metric used to measure
swarm resilience. Our previous research provides a classification system for swarms labeled
as heterogeneous:

a. By operational space of agents
b. By nature of agents
c. By hardware of agents

In addition to aerial spaces, other varied operational spaces for the unmanned vehicle
in a swarm may include ground surfaces, water surfaces, underwater, or even underground.
Article [4] deploys a heterogenous team in an enclosed environment. The team comprises
robots classified as heterogenous by their operational space—an UGV and an UAV. The
authors mention how each vehicle brings different capabilities to the swarm. The UGV
is autonomous whereas the UAV is fast and provides greater motion flexibility. The UAV
can fly over obstacles that the UGV cannot cross. Challenges to the deployment of such
hybrid swarms are also mentioned. Air ground coordination and navigation are the
primary challenges. Deployment of such swarms is not limited to enclosed environments
only. Indeed, a wider operational space is available by the inclusion of agents on the
ground, water surfaces, or even at different altitudes in the air. Current deployments of
heterogenous agents have shown a marked increase in resilient behavior [140–142]. Such
swarms can be single or multi-space or heterogonous by nature or have hardware capability.
In pursuit–evader situations, the pursuit UAV often needs to be agile and lightweight to
be capable of faster flight speeds than the target UAV. However, a swarm that features a
mix of lightweight pursuit-capable agents along with heavier support agents that carry
additional equipment needed to support swarm operations is ideal. A military purpose
swarm such as the one in [143] where a mix of differently capable agents is used can be used.
Moreover, experiments by [141] observed a marked increase in swarm responsiveness to
external stimuli due to the inclusion of fast agents in swarms. Benefits are observed across
the whole range of UAV swarm components. A hierarchical structure of mixed agents
described by [144] includes high-altitude fixed-wing aircraft providing communication
and sensing support to a group of low-altitude quadcopters. They also note a difference in
computational resources, energy consumption, and communication systems among the
agents. The possibility of evolving capabilities among heterogeneous swarms has also been
observed. Implementing a different characteristic trait by modifying operational parameters
can change the way homogenous agents behave thereby allowing them to function better.
A change in the allowable range that some swarm agents can move from a fixed ground
target can allow them to become less cautious of external disruptions, thereby exhibiting
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different behavior. A coordination scheme by other non-modified agents to balance tasks
and resources is observed in such scenarios. The addition of differently capable agents
can also provide complementary capabilities [145]. Homogenous agents in a swarm may
have a particular weakness that may easily bring the whole swarm down. Such issues can
be varied such as bugs in the control system or routing protocols, detection and tracking,
or communication range. Such issues can be solved by introducing agents that might fix
such gaps in the overall swarm properties. For example, a relay drone that possesses extra
hardware to support multiple communication bands can aid in communication gaps and
delays. A similar deployment is described in [146], where some robots in the group have
higher sensor payload, processing power, and memory capacity. These are labelled as
leader robots, whereas child robots have more limited resources. These child robots rely
on leader robots for tasks such as localization. Data from the child robots can be used
for sensor fusion, global pose, and location estimation, which can then be used to modify
the swarm movement. The proposed distributed leader-assisted localization algorithm
can provide accurate localizations for child robots even when they are beyond the sensing
range of leader agents.

Application-specific improvements such as those in [145] show how a richer dataset
is created when a micro aerial vehicle (MAV) collaborates with an UGV in the creation of
detailed maps. The MAV recorded the top view dimensions whereas the UGV accounted
for the side view spread. Added considerations for implementation need to be accounted
for in this type of scenario though. Figure 8 shows how an UAV-UGV coordination can
produce higher detailed maps. The UGV maps the ground level dimensions while the UAV
maps the top view.
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A study by [147] mentions how most current mission planning and control strategies
are for homogenous systems primarily. The added dynamics for different operational
spaces that the hetero swarm will be exposed to must be considered. For example, an
UAV-UWSV swarm needs to consider air and water environments to accommodate all
vehicles. Agent support and coordination protocols need to be updated as well. Marsupial
platforms such as [148] use water surface vehicles to recover and recharge UAVs.

Cooperative coevolution algorithms that support the evolution of heterogenous sys-
tems suffer from scalability issues. This can be overcome by creating partially heteroge-
neous systems called hybrid systems where groups of homogenous subswarms are present.
Each subswarm has identical controllers. By controlling the agents that need to be evolved,
the learning scheme improves scalability [149]. The inclusion of heterogeneous agents is
sometimes considered no more than just an upgrade to existing swarms, but it is a neces-
sity to aid in the development and evolution of resilient behavior in multi-agent systems.
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Despite the more challenging implementation considerations and a change in development
pipelines, the possible benefits are significant.

2.7. Resiliency Evaluation

Cyber-physical systems need testbeds for simulations before real-world deployments.
However, due to the extreme software-hardware interdependence, designing them is a
challenging task. UAV swarms are among those systems that require thorough testing but
are difficult to test in controlled environments. Simulations cannot mimic the varied and
extreme variables they might face [150]. Resiliency assessment is a process of observing
and evaluating the resilient behavior of UAV swarms to disruptions. An evaluation metric
system is needed to accurately recognize performance and its lack thereof. It is important
to devise feedback systems and metrics to measure resilience performance in the above
modules. Real-time feedback loops may allow decision-making models to follow an
iterative process in creating better outputs. Metrics created to evaluate system components
such as signal strength, target detection times based on varied inputs, and fuel saved based
on optimized path planning can provide insights and recognize tradeoffs.

Evaluation metric design is a less explored branch. It is a strategic process for eval-
uating multi-pronged decision models by measuring individual decision branches and
quantifying their outputs into a single value. Article [151] cites a flaw in the creation of
resilience evaluation metrics. Metrics often use the initial swarm performance as a baseline.
This may not be accurate, as certain onboard systems may need more time to exhibit full
performance capacity. The approach by [151] introduces variables that provide free space
for missions. By relaxing the condition that the swarm has to return to performance before
it is attacked, the authors argue that a flexible baseline that determines whether a system
is performing is needed. The swarm may have to take certain actions during the attack
process such as sacrificing a certain agent or reducing the number of agents assigned
to cover an area after an attack takes place. Article [151] lays out preliminary dynamic
evaluation parameters.

The second problem is that these metrics often use network connectivity as a basis of
evaluation. As long as the swarm maintains a connected state in terms of its required signal
strength or coverage, the swarm is deemed resilient. However, the presence or absence of
network and communication capabilities alone cannot determine the robustness of swarms.
Time values for the recovery process should also be measured. For example, in the case
of an attack scenario on a swarm described by [151], there are a few issues that the article
does not take into account:

• The swarm does not check for agent wellbeing after it determines that the attack
has ended.

• In the case that an agent is lost, there are no search and recovery procedures.
• Mission progress may be lost when swarm control completes task re-assignment. In

this case, depending upon the scenario tasks such as localization, area decomposition
and data collection may need to be restarted after the loss of data is examined.

A basic evaluation metric is the one proposed by [152] which measures performance
loss after a disruption with the time it takes for the system to return to normal levels.
This creates a baseline through which preliminary system performance can be maintained.
Additional application-specific constraints can be established. On the occasion that an
agent is lost, the time taken for the mayday signal of the agent to reach central command
can be measured along with the time it takes for other agents to locate the lost agent
and deploy rescue procedures. A secondary decision process is started where probability
models determine if it is safe to try and locate the lost agent or proceed with the task. If
the decision to proceed is made, the model then decides if additional agents should be
deployed to make up for lost agents or if task reassignment should distribute the workload
to other agents. The fundamental metric here is the time value which is measured for every
decision to be executed. Multiple time values can be fed into a measurement model to
produce one time-based value of system performance.
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Article [13] represents resiliency heuristics that are important building blocks of
evaluation metrics. Additionally, they note how heuristics complement each other, with
some becoming increasingly efficient if others are present. They define these heuristics as a
“function of the type of disruption, the type of system being architected, and the type of
resilience needed”. These heuristics act as a support framework for action statements that
can be framed for specific measurements. For UAV swarm systems, they can be collision
avoidance, localization and navigation, and fuel discharge rates.

The types defined by them can also help program system responses to a particular dis-
ruption. For example, in case an agent fails, additional agents should be on standby to take
over the task. Simulation using metrics should be all-encompassing. Researchers develop
fast algorithms for changes in swarm formation such as in [60] where computationally
efficient algorithms for coverage and flocking are developed. However, their robustness
test fails to consider scenarios where additional agents are added to the swarm to make
up for lost agents due to disruptions, thereby changing the number of active agents in the
swarm. A time-based metric that measures system reaction to the coverage problem is
ideal in this case. Accident model metrics such as in [153] can lead to new insights into
operational tradeoffs. Section 2.1.1 mentions one such balance between coverage and con-
nectivity. A “slider” metric designed into control algorithms can add autonomy in decisions
related to the same processes. Article [13] mentions how such tradeoffs can be recognized.
The measurement framework they present is comprehensive and accurately summarizes
resiliency metrics into time and cost functions. Additionally, integration into system design
must be completed. A time metric that measures the amount of time it takes for an UAV
swarm to recover from an attack should have feedback from agents that were affected. If
the agent assures its wellbeing, the time measured should be reconfiguration time only. If
the agent is unresponsive, the time measured should be the total of reconfiguration plus the
time it takes for an additional agent to be deployed from the base. This can be an indication
measurement of the adaptability of the system.

Application-specific descriptive metrics are usually designed by researchers to evalu-
ate their respective research. For example, path planning and collision avoidance [18] have
metrics such as route length, number of crashes, and frequency of route regeneration. Such
metrics scale well in terms of interoperability. However, some specific metrics might not
scale due to features being absent in other the research domains being compared. Learning-
based systems have different evaluation criteria than game theoretic methods. Similarly,
resilient methods for evolutionary algorithms cannot be compared with routing protocols
that make static assumptions during the planning stage. If the metric for resilience evolu-
tion is based purely on performance over time, let p(t) be the desired performance when no
disruptions exist. When a disruption occurs in time td, the performance function reduces to
p(tr). Recovery rate is defined as the amount of time taken for the performance function to
go back to the original level. Methods to measure the resiliency of interdependent systems
based on time and performance scales have been proposed [154]. A comparison metric that
compares system data before and after a disruption takes place is also required. A survey
conducted by [155] in 2019 shows the lack of research for applying metrics in UAV swarm
resiliency. They suggest the development of a metric that reflects differences between
performance after a single disruption event compared to the expected performance in the
absence of disruptions.

Current metrics are not suitable for decision-making when it comes to completing a
mission. The ability to compare current swarm performance with standard performance
is missing [155]. This can help decide if the mission should be continued, put on hold,
or aborted completely. Article [155] also highlights the necessity of a resilience metric by
citing reasons similar to those mentioned in this section. It recognizes shortcomings in
current studies and proposes a resilience evaluation method for UAV agents due to external
malicious disruptions. Essentially this can be labeled as a network-based approach to
measuring UAV swarm security because it does not consider the failure of nodes due to
malfunctions other than an attack. However, there are a multitude of reasons that a node
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can fail other than an attack. There can be failures of agents in areas where they are not
under threat from external enemy agents. Such failures include collision with obstacles,
other agents and fuel, and communication issues.

The framework described in [156] considers only the number of swarm agents avail-
able at a given moment in time due to an attack. Current position, speed, fuel, and
availability of secure resources are taken as inputs. The verification engine labels vul-
nerable agents and herds other agents to safety. Considering a wide range of inputs can
substantially improve the accuracy of solvers to label threats as they see them, however,
there is an increase in computational time taken to reach this decision. Furthermore, the
sacrifice of several agents should be considered. Depending on hardware and location,
agents may be difficult to replace and it may be an expensive process without some recovery
plans in place.

Similar to the need for dynamic programming in swarm operations, a flexible re-
silience assessment is beneficial. One such approach is used by [157], where dynamic
assessments do not use a fixed set of metrics. Rather, the evaluation parameters change
depending on mission progress across the timeline. Article [157] divides the process into
four parts, namely, to determine the mission objective, select evaluation attributes, propose
an evaluation method, and obtain results. Known parameters of the mission and envi-
ronment are collected in the first stage. Predefined evaluation attributes for the collected
data are selected. These attributes are added to a dynamic resilience method as constraints
for the problem. Evaluation results are obtained which can then be used as a frame of
reference for simulations and actual flights. The dynamic resilience method dictates that
the selected evaluation attributes determine the evaluation methods. Here the goal is to
preserve original data when doing so. Different attribute selections will result in a varied
method and thereby different results.

Analysis of mobility model performance impacts on mobile ad-hoc networks has been
proposed by researchers in as early as 2015 [158]. They mention the need for an accurate
evaluation of how mobility models affect routing protocol performance. Correctly deduced,
any conclusions drawn on performance based on simulations developed and measured
using incorrectly developed metrics will lead to errors. Metrics for the mobility models
described are network diameter, the average number of components, average coverage,
and average path length. Routing protocol metrics include end-to-end delay and routing
overheads. While naming conventions across research might be different, for network and
routing, an essential idea of network health needs to be developed. This can be deduced
from the number of individual nodes in the swarm. Each node is an UAV agent that is
actively participating in swarm activities. Path lengths are measured and compared, and
the success rate and time of delivery for a data packet following each path should be noted.
For network coverage, signal strengths at proposed network diameters should be measured
for expected versus actual values.

3. Open Issues and Future Research Directions

This section addresses current open issues and future research directions related to
UAV swarm resiliency. Swarm dynamics are expected to further evolve with advancements
in the field of UAVs as well as their associated peripheral equipment. Future developments
may resolve some of the issues that are prevalent in current swarm deployments, whereas
new issues may emerge.

With the gradual implementation of networks beyond 5G, the inherent ability to
communication may upgrade UAV swarm networks in a manner that they are more
efficient and secure. 6G networks are envisioned to address issues in node-based networks
such as latency, power usage, and transmission quality. Upgrades to infrastructure such as
the non-terrestrial components for 6G networks can aid UAV communications as well as
make use of UAV swarms to aid in further extending the range and strength of available
communication facilities [159]. These upgrades may naturally apply to any devices that
use the new protocols as well, with sectors such as UAV swarms benefitting greatly.
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Other techniques being explored such as the use of ground-mounted lasers to recharge
UAV agent batteries or wireless power transfer methods [36] may solve the low power issue
that is present in almost all small- to medium-scale unmanned aerial platforms. Future
exploratory studies are needed to know how improvements in such high-priority areas may
improve resiliency in swarms. Exploration of UAV swarms for application-specific purposes
can also lead to greater insights into UAV swarm resiliency needs and solutions. UAV
swarms have huge potential applications in surveillance, disaster management, remote
sensing, SAR, agriculture, and ecology monitoring, thus novel applications envisioned for
UAV swarms may open up further resiliency requirements for the swarms expected to
work in those environments.

Similarities exist between collision and obstacle avoidance in their interchangeability
and merging. However, these two issues need to be examined independently by focusing
on their definitions. While collision avoidance focuses on maintaining a safe distance
between swarm agents, obstacle avoidance deals with mechanisms to avoid in-path static
and dynamic obstacles. A similar research gap was noted in swarm coverage in terms
of network and area coverages. While this study addresses the coverage of operational
space separately into area coverage and network coverage, most other investigations do
not. While network coverage addresses the positioning of agents in an operational space
such that they maintain a standard connection strength at all times, area coverage focuses
on distributing swarm agents to cover the maximum area while making assumptions
about communication capacity [48]. The coverage type is often selected depending on the
application-specific uses of the swarm, however, resilient measures are needed in both.
Certain methods are being developed for UAV swarm network security leading to improved
resiliency. SDN and blockchain to secure UAV networks are still in the nascent phase and
under research or in the simulation phase. SDN has been widely applied to fixed networks,
but it has challenges when being implemented in MANETS and FANETS [53]. Routing
protocols continue to improve in dealing with the issue of intermittent connections due to
frequent changes in network topology [9]. Dispersed research for resilience engineering
for various modules in UAV swarms might be effective for particular scenarios, however,
it might be difficult to merge with other modules that are a part of a different study.
For example, it is not easy to combine resilient routing protocols with counter-defense
mechanisms for physical agent safety against external malicious agents.

Every resiliency integration has potential weaknesses. Blockchain has issues with
deployment and latency, whereas multiple decision process models for path planning,
navigation, and obstacle avoidance have computational cost and delay problems. There is
a development need for comprehensive testbeds and simulators for the testing of multiple
resilient framework interactions with each other. Current simulators have hardware or
software limitations, lack features, or face interfacing issues [150]. There is also a gap
between developed protocols and the availability of synthetic data to test them on. All of
these problems need to be addressed before a truly resilient swarm can be created.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

This study presents a systemic breakdown of UAV swarm components that affect
overall swarm resilience and discusses current research trends. Although previous studies
and experiments have attempted to address major challenges in UAV swarm research,
there are still prevailing problems that warrant future research before swarms can be
considered truly resilient. A general trend is observed where researchers often focus on
one facet of UAV development to create resilient behavior but neglect the rest. Integrating
multiple such developments is a novel challenge. Thirty percent of the research examined
mentioned that one or more components of swarm resiliency research was beyond the
scope of their study. Researchers often fail to consider all disruptions that might affect
their swarm implementations, choosing to focus on only some instead. This makes system
behavior unpredictable to unanticipated disturbances. Additionally, the lack of standard
resiliency evaluation metrics makes it difficult to compare system performance across
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varied implementations. Multiple studies do not accurately design feedback systems
in place. UAV swarm applications are increasing rapidly. Performance efficiency and
reduction in mission completion time are two major factors that promote multi-agent
systems. Heterogeneous agent swarms acting in multiple operational spaces, (UAV-UGV,
UAV-UWSV), etc., further increase the scope of applications. This recognizes the need for a
comprehensive resilient swarm solution that is built from the ground up while taking into
consideration all of the components discussed above. This study creates an identification
and classification taxonomy for components vital to UAV swarm operations. Analysis
of the current literature gave insights into the research focuses over the years, as well as
current trends in publishing. Research gaps in the current implementations of resiliency
in UAV swarms are identified and set the groundwork for future work toward building
resilient swarms.
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Abbreviations

ABS Aerial Base Station
BSA Backtracking Search Algorithm
CNS Communication, Navigation, Surveillance
DTRP Dynamic Topology Reconstruction Protocol
DaaS Drones as a Service
FANET Flying Ad Hoc Networks
FOA Fruit fly Optimization Algorithm
GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System
IDS Intrusion Detection System
IMU Inertial Measurement Unit
MANET Mobile Ad hoc Network
MAS Multi Agent system
MUSCOP Mission based UAV Swarm Coordination Protocol
MAV Micro Aerial Vehicle
MBCAP Mission Based Collision Avoidance Protocol
PAMTS Profit Driven Adaptive Moving Target Search
PSO Particle Swarm Optimization
P2P Peer to Peer
PBFT Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance
QR Quick Response
RSSI Received Signal Strength Indication
ROI Region of Interest
SAI Surveillance Area Importance
SINR Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio
SAR Search and Rescue
SDN Software Defined Networking
TAP Task Allocation Protocol
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
UWSV Unmanned Water Surface Vehicle
UGV Unmanned Ground Vehicle
VANET Vehicular Ad Hoc Network
WPA Wolf Pack Algorithm
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